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Welcome to the Ford Escape Forum. Please sign in or sign up for an account. By Wendy Started
October 15, By Wallace Robinson Started 21 hours ago. By JeffAlicea Started October 31, By
Blueyeti Started February By Gary Bowman Started July 3, By Tony Started November 5, By
Brandonspringle Started February 7. By Gwebb74 Started February 6. Search In. All Activity
Home. Sign In or Sign Up. Picture IMG Welcome Please take a moment to introduce yourself.
Here's the place to ask questions. Competing Products Compare the Escape to the competition.
Lounge The social spot for Escape enthusiasts and owners. Super News Ticker Up to the
minute news direct from Ford. Accessories and Modifications What have you done to your Ford
Escape lately? Appearance How to keep your Escape looking new. Interior Anything inside the
cabin. Exterior Body kits, hoods, grilles, paint, spoilers, etc. Testing The place to test your
posts, etc. Nobody has received reputation this week. Did you figure this out? I guess if you can
live with it giving you that error each time you start the car, it's OK. I have a Escape Limited 3.
Gas pedal fit. Two months now on only two tanks of gas and nearly kilometres. Here is my
issue. The car is a perfect fit for me but my wife is quite short at 5 ft 0 in. Even with the electric
seats as far adjusted for comfort as possible she finds that she must sit far too close to the
steering wheel or her driver foot does not fully rest on the accelerator. Does anyone have any
experience with this problem? Is there an after market solution such as pedal extenders? Can
anyone suggest a reliable pedal extender device? I would welcome suggestions form other
Escape artists. Thanks all. Wayne in BC. Let go and the unit will restart shortly. I am totally
disgusted with Fords Sync 3 system because you will be doing the reset quite often. As much
as my Escape Titanium is a nice vehicle I would NEVER had bought it had I known this was an
incurable problem that has gone on for years with only a promise of a cure. It should be a recall
with a fix or there needs to be a class action suit. And the me drivers rear door is also not
aligned properly!! It upsets me to be having theses problems on a car that costs as much as my
fully loaded Escape SEL did! Thank you! My company just replaced my old Escape with a
Escape. After my first trip of plus miles in two days, I was on the couch for two days with the
heating pad and severe back pain. I took it to the dealership and they told me there is nothing
wrong with the seat. I am stuck with a vehicle that I do not want to drive, on the fear of ending
up with back issues. Stay Away Escape. I have had my escape titanium for less than a month,
it's my fourth new escape and the only one I've ever had regrets. I traded my escape titanium for
it, so my perspective is going from the "old" to the new. I'll start with the pro's. Now, here go the
cons in my opinion : 1 The leather seats are made with teeny tiny holes in the fabric, like little
venting dots, for lack of a better explanation. They look really nice. Boy, do they ever show! It
sounds like such a small thing but it's my first "con" listed if that tells you anything, lol. But you
don't know what you don't know, and I never gave it a thought. It made the clicking noise, but
didn't unlock. About the time you forget and aren't thinking about it, it happens again. Could be
really bad if you are in a big hurry a parking lot alone at night comes to mind and not expecting
it. It's a press-release door and sometimes you have to press more than once to hit the sweet
spot. These items are small and do-able, it just seems like a downgrade from the Also a little
cubby for spare change. There are no cubbies at all in Oh, and the glove box is more narrow. I
knew this when I bought it so I can't complain too much, but it was a very nice convenience
that's gone in Not there now. Not a big thing or a deal-breaker, but it was a nice convenience
that's gone. Bottom line - In hindsight I feel like I spent a lot of money and and other than miles,
it's feels like a step down in so many ways. I have a Escape Titanium, my steering wheel gets
plenty warm and stays warm. I don't have that issue but I do have others and wish I'd kept my
titanium. Feel like I stepped down and paid to do it. Purchase Help! Hello everyone! So my
driving lifestyle is Family trips out of state at least once a month hour drives. I did 30k miles last
year. So the both have k mileage. Both are in excellent condition. I need something reliable and
dependable. But I love the MPG! I installed new amp alt on my ford escape 2. I'm assuming it's
my pcm since that controls the regulator in these but maybe someone knows how I can fix it
without going to ford and having my pcm flashed. I have drained the pcm already to let it reset.
Sign In Sign Up. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July edited December in
Ford. It's a new model year and a major redesign. Please post if you are considering a new
Escape, or have tested one out or plan to buy one. If you already own one, please give us your
report. July I took a test drive in a 4WD Titanium for the first time a few weeks ago and was
totally impressed with the quietness of the cabin, steering response and the power of the
engine. I chose not to add that to my car because of the cost. The Escape I drove had one and it
was nice to have all the day light and feeling of openness in the cabin. The rear seats fold very
easily without having to remove the headrest. With only the push of a button the headrests fold
forward and lay behind the front seat by the rear floor. One of the coolest features is the hands

free lift gate and I see myself needing to take advantage of that feature often. It's unfortunate
that the Escape has seen two recalls already, one minor and one more serious. The important
thing is Ford reacted quickly and a good thing it only affects the 1. I know there are a lot of
skeptics and haters out there, but the fact is new designs are often plagued with growing pains
regardless of the manufacturer and these issues should not deter anyone from considering or
purchasing an Escape. I would never have considered buying an Escape before the redesign.
The outdated, boxy design did not appeal to me and my opinion is clunky and old fashion. Like
you, the previous incarnation of the Escape held no interest for me. I will soon be ordering a
Escape Titanium 4WD with parking technology and navigation in deep impact blue. No sunroof
as I never use them. I also am impressed that Ford acted quickly on those recalls, always a
good idea to nip potential problems in the bud before they become a major issue. July edited
July We picked up our new escape Thursday, July We returned it on Saturday after we noticed
that the roof is leaking and creating lovely water stains on both A-pillars. Also the rear lift gate
is missalligned and on the way back to the dealership MFT went crazy, rebooted 20 times and
died. We're waiting to see what Ford is going to do for us on Monday. Is this going to be recall
3? Sounds like a typical Ford product of yesteryear Do you have the sunroof? Yeah, I've got the
sunroof. Although there is no sign of water intrusion anywhere around the sunroof, just down
the a-pillars. Of course water has a way of finding odd paths through a vehicle. It could be the
sunroof, the roof rack, or maybe even a body panel problem, but its probably the sunroof. This
Escape design is new, but the Kuga has had a panoramic roof for a few years. Its not like its a
new thing for Ford on this platform. The dealership called this morning. Ford is replacing the
vehicle and providing us with a rental in the meantime. Anybody have news on how they are
doing on MPG for 2. Talked to one person and he said best he could do on 2. Drove 1. I was
getting over 27 on a test drive in 1. AWD was what I drove in a 1. All major options, except the
park assist. We've mostly had foreign cars, but after the American car crisis, we felt strongly
that we find a domestic model, if at all possible. We wouldn't have bought the prior Escape
model and very much liked some of the new features. She's always loaded down with stuff to
put in the car so that feature was a real differentiator, too bad they didn't figure out how to have
that and a trailer hitch at the same time. The Sync system hung few times initially, but not in the
last week. We were surprised that Ford's answer to this was to disconnect the battery. I haven't
tried that and don't want to since the system spontaneously revived after about 1. A few other
things, if I shift from N to D and don't wait 2 seconds before giving it some gas, the
transmission makes a strange rumbling noise. I've never seen that before It seems to take a
while for the GPS to acquire satelites sometimes even when ther is a clear view of the sky.
Anyway, we're very happy with the car so far and hope the long-term reliablity doesn't make us
regret going domestic. I am glad to see somebody give some mpg figures as you need a real
world person driving to report. Thanks The issues you reported should be resolved by the
dealer as they all sound like something is broken and you should not have to put with that. I too
am coming out of German and Japanese cars for the last 20 years and hope Ford has things
figured out. My prior 20 years have had maybe issues in all those cars over 20 years and all very
small brief fixes. My ordered FWD 2. On my test drive I experienced an incredible amount of
torque steer. When driving with a passenger in the front, it becomes acceptable. Dealer says it's
normal for a FWD car, but they've only driven it with a passenger on board. I've emailed them a
request to drive it solo. No reply. The literature says that the Escape has electric power steering
with "torque steer compensation. Has any of you driven a 2. If so, what is your impression of
the vehicle's torque steer? Or, can you direct me to a source of information on this issue? So I
am currently in the process of declaring my 2. It started on a long drive where the navigation
system locked up, and would not turn off. National Ford service center said the only solution
was to disconnect the battery or pull the fuse. Not great options I brought the escape in for the
carpet recall, and had them look at the navigation system as well. A day later, it was returned to
me with a new side console panel, and all the settings reset. They could not determine the
problem with the navigation system, so they just wiped it. When I got into the car, the automatic
windows wouldn't work probably a by-product of resetting the system, and easily identified and
resolved Luckily I was still on the lot and returned to the service center. They could not fix it on
the spot, and had to keep it another day. Other issues with the vehicle: Gas mileage does not
come close to advertised specs. I get just under 20 MPG regardless of primarily highway or city
driving and I drive extremely conservative. Once the boost spools up, it is barely adequate to
accelerate to traffic speeds on the beltway. If I don't get that rolling start, cars are braking
behind me. I frequently get about 30 seconds of delay whenever I try to input a command both
from the voice commands, and the touch screen. If that's not frustrating enough, I have to
unplug and re-plug my iPhone in after each engine start or it won't play through the car. I'm
halfway to my destination before I can even begin to listen to an audio book or music. It does

have some nice convince features like the foot operated tailgate, and blind spot detectors
parking assist does not work, and it incessantly beeps whenever I park To top it all, when I got
my Escape back the first time it is still in the shop for the automatic window issue , it had a
noticeable amount of bird crap on it. It's the lack of attention to detail, and a plague of
numerous problems that makes this vehicle a poor buy and an even poorer investment. Ford
should have done some further testing and QC before releasing it to the public. Is the lemon law
governed by state rules or is there one global lemon law? Not sure how that works but hopefully
it takes care of you as that is a shame you had those problems. Some reviews I have read of
people with same car seem to love it and reported 30mpg in a Titanium. You must really have a
Lemon as surely everyone can't be like that. I have heard of times where the dealer will just take
care of it and put you in a new car at the dealer ship without going down the lemon law path.
The lemon laws are by state, as far as I know. Many reputable dealers will do at least what you
mentioned, and some will outright return your money Chevy has an ongoing guarantee like this.
I'm upset at this dealership, as they don't seem to care about the company name I was curious
how the other people got such good gas mileage. Or maybe they trusted the onboard sensor
instead of calculating it themselves reset counter at each gas fill up, and do some minor
division. Anyway, I hope I can get my money back, and try again with a better product! If you
look at this forum one person with a Titanium which only comes with a 2. Also another post had
a water leak around their panorama roof that stained the headliner and they are getting new car
and from I could read it was via the dealer. You should throw out the dealer name if this does
not turn out well, so nobody else buys from them on the forum. Usually their is a Zone manager
that gets involves in these things and you will not have to resort to lemon law as I doubt Ford
wants the bad publicity and if they fix it for one customer as in the leaking roof they surely will
help you. Don't throw the dealer under the bus yet as they may come through. You can also
usually use a local TV station investigative reporter and they will call the dealership before
airing a segment. That happebs frequently around St. Louis area where I live but has not been
for cars that I have seen. Maybe the car dealers all stepped up and it never made it to the news. I
test drove a 2. That makes me feel better as I have pretty much read positive reviews of Escapes
on other forums. I you do a google search on Ford Escape you will see reviews from a number
of other sites. I know people with various Ford's and they are very, very happy with their cars.
They love the My Touch and eco boost engines. I just ordered a Titanium for delivery in mid
September takes weeks they said. Drove both 1. I would reading update from you about MPG
and how things are going as I wait for my vehicle to arrive. Well the service saga continues Yet I
did not receive a phone call saying its done, much less a courtesy call explaining that it won't
be done until Monday or why it is taking longer. This makes the percentage of time the Escape
will be in the shop since I purchased it: I would have to get a far worse treatment from Ford
before I did that. The dealership does have a lot of time to resolve my issues, and I will give
them the benefit of the doubt as much as I can though their track record to date hasn't been
great. But hopefully, they can either fix it, or resolve the issue before I have to push the lemon
law. I wish I got your gas mileage just once! I would have continued the wonder I had when I
first purchased it! And the bird crap In the grand scheme of things, it matters less than what I
ate for lunch, but it's the little things that make a great dealership or lack of the little things that
really solidifies a first impression al : I really hope I have a special case, and the positive
reviews all over the Internet are what led me to buy it in the first place! I really did love the looks
of it a sporty minivan look , and the technology suite was a deal closer. I hope you will enjoy it,
and be able to overlook these issues if they are present in your vehicle, but maybe see if you
can get a return guarantee from your dealership just in case. Phil Edmonston guide also said,
never buy a new version of the old car. Give a few years for the manufacturer to work out the
bugs. We were going to buy the , but the specs are so similar to the , that is, the 4 cyl is half a
liter smaller than the 6 cyl. Ford want to sell a suv, advertised specs are usually so out of wack
with real world, just be careful about the sales pitches. I am surprised at the bugs listed.
Wikipedia has a good write up about the euro version. When you are in the middle of something
like that it is hard for others to really understand the helplessness it can make you feel. It
sounds like you did what I did research and read and review and then look forward to a really
neat car and get a problem child. I have to believe this is not the DNA of all these cars and you
in fact have a "lemon" of some degree. I also believe your dealership is the one that should just
take care of things. I also know from others that ZONE managers I think they call them come in
when things do not go well. It may not be too early to just ask for another car. If they are
replacing a car for a stained headliner because of a leaking sunroom--it would seem if these
things continue you are in far worse shape than they are. Ask for the owner of the dealership at
some point if service department and or your salesman do not help. I have most things resolved
if I can deal with the person that has authority to make a decision and stay as calm cool and

collected as possible. These people are like you and me in many cases they just work there and
many times do not really have authority to make the decision you might want them to make. I
don't think you have to over look those issues or would I or anyone be expected to do that or
you. I read recently that National and Avis have bought these vehicles for their rental fleet so I
got to believe they would not invest in something that would have safety and tons of down time.
Sometimes the computer or brains of these cars can cause everthing you are experiencing and
replacing that or who knows may fix everything. Let us know now and then how things are
going. I think there will be happy ending to this as I can't see Ford just leaving you hanging off a
cliff. Hang in there!!!! This morning I took a mile road trip which consisted of approximately
miles on the interstate and miles of two lane highway. This 2. The 6 speed is smooth, but
sometimes seems to be searching for the best gear to often. Overall the ride is smooth and the
cabin is very quiet. The steering is very responsive in turns and curves and requires very little
driver response in the straights. I guess between the Torque Vectoring and me being chicken, I
may never experience that feature. The highway portion of the trip in Western Wisconsin was all
curving, rolling hills, with small towns every 8 to 15 miles or so apart. The best mpg I got was I
did take it up to for a brief time, maybe 45 seconds to a minute and it was smooth and handled
really well. I tried to run it at different speeds; at 75 for 10 miles it read Seems the mpg sweet
spot is right around 60, again, no surprise. For the entire trip I averaged It was a rainy and
dreary morning and the rain sensitive wipers worked great, there are much more reliable and
consistent than my Focus. Yesterday, after much work, I finally got the seat to where I like it. I
only got out of the car twice and my butt and legs were comfy the whole time, no circulation cut
off on my legs like in the Focus. Being able to tilt the front of the seat cushion down really
helps. There are a few things that could be improved on. The interior could use a cubby for cell
phones, change or whatever. I don't like the look of side window deflectors, but they're a must if
you want to drive with the window cracked when it's raining. The fit and finish of my interior is
perfect. All the pieces line up, are tight and evenly spaced. There are no rattles, squeaks or
thumps. There is some minor creasing in one area on the passenger seat and on the drivers
side rear seat where the cloth and leather meet, but nothing to get worried about and someone
not looking for it would never notice. The paint is flawless, but I suppose I might find something
when I wax. All the doors and hatch are aligned perfect, all the body lines match and the tires
were only inflated to 40 psi rather than All in all a great package, excellent work LAP. I hope this
helps those thinking of buying one, and gets those waiting for theirs even more psyched. Good
report on a good vehicle. FWD or 4WD? Did you experience much torque steer? Was there a
passenger or any other load in the passenger side of the vehicle? I miss "exterior" rain gutters.
Okay you have to be an English teacher or a writer. What a great write-up. I have not read
anything nearly that helpful in any of the reviews. I hesitate to put that hypen in this response as
no clue if that is good grammar. An actual driving experience rather than vague descriptions. I
have a FWD, Titanium. I read your comments on torque steer and punched it a few times to see
and I did not notice any. I also wanted a little more mpg's. When I do go off road it's over there ,
not out there. At work I write a lot of reports for Senior Management so over the years I've had
to learn to be a better writer. I wasn't all that smart back in high school. There's a good chance
the shift quality will improve as the electronics compare actual shift timing with optimal, and
tweak the shift points. You can help by repeating the "problem" shifts. Good point, could still be
in "learn" mode. I had the dealer pull the battery to reset MySync because of a display issue buttons on the screen were turning red in color. The dealer did not have the re-set instructions
available. Does any know the sequence to reset the one-touch? My VIN was on the list - but it's
an obvious issue. I'm also getting poor gas mileage 20mpg , but I think it's because it soo hot in
Dallas. Just miles - so the Titanium is really not broken in yet. Using regular gas I know my last
car was very particular about the brand of gas too. Cheers, Rollsplat. If it ever cools off you
hopefully will see some improvement. One other person reported Try this to reprogram your
window switches. Lift and hold the switch until the window is fully closed, then release the
switch. Lift the switch again for one more second. Press and hold the switch until the window is
fully open, then release the switch. Lift and hold the switch until the window is fully closed.
Open the window and try to close it automatically. Reset and repeat procedure if the window
does not close automatically. I don't know for sure, but I bet the posted EPA highway numbers
are from a lab, on rollers, with the speedo pegged on We tend to think that it's primarily engine
break-in. There's a LOT more to it. Consider the friction in all the seals on rotating parts, the
meshing of mating parts, the sliding and rolling bearings in engine accessories alternator, water
pump, AC compressor and throughout the drive train. All of this stuff has to break in, and that
takes miles. You are probably right. After reading this it refers to things manufacturer does and
EPA does and city and highway driving. It may all be simulated in a lab. This article seems to be
talking about old and new methods but the bottom line is it may barely simulate any real world

driving. I know they made some recent changes so stickers would be very close to actual
mileage. My VW Passat gas engine exceeds the sticker all the time. This is trusting the display
and that of course may be too high or guess could even be low. I got the official instructions
printed out from the dealer. Follow this exactly and it will reset the windows after losing
programming. Turn the ignition ON. I did not have to start the car - I just hit the start button to
turn on the accessories in my Titanium. Start with the windows in the down position. Activate
and hold the window control switch in the UP position until the window glass stalls for 2
seconds into the glass top run and release the switch. Activate and hold the window control
switch in the UP position again for 2 seconds and release the switch. Activate and hold the
window control switch in the DOWN position until the window glass stalls for 2 seconds at the
bottom of its travel and release the switch. Test for correct window operation by carrying out
the one-touch up and down feature. Wow Rollsplat the documents you have are amazing. You
are a detailed person and a wealth of information. Would sure be interested to hear if your mpg
improves. Let us know. August You had quite a list of issues with your brand new Escape did
you make any progress on a resolution? Updates as resolved. Here's my list top list of issues
on my Ford Escape There are a lot of little inconsistencies in the MFT touch they should have
resolved before releasing the software. Is this necessary, really? Having problem getting my
Blackberry to display any phone contact photos. No resolution yet. Other: The door pillar locks
don't adjust the seats to position 1 or 2 - as I think they should according to the manual. August
edited August In response to your issues: 1. I haven't looked, but is there a function within the
menu, like on my iPhone, to delete the "sent from" message? On my Focus, after the update, it
took multiple attempts and a call to SYNC support to get my phone to connect. The same phone
connected on the first try in my Escape. Granted, you shouldn't have to be pulling fuses or
disconnecting batteries to get the signature media feature to operate correctly, but pulling fuse
67 and 79 does not wipe put your saved settings. Other: a. What do you mean? The seat
automatically adjusts when the fob is in range, or when you press the 1, 2, or 3 memory buttons.
I don't recall reading that the power lock switch has anything to do with it. Go to Ford Social or
their Facebook page to pose your questions, concerns and issues, I've read that they are very
responsive on those media sources. Mind don't work yet. I can do a lot of computer stuff; Ford
may make an auto mechanic out of me yet. Technology guy here and had no clue they would
help youy delve that deep into the system. Good work!!!! Now I know. How is the daily mpg
going? You have 2. Windows thats the problem again, ha! Micosoft Windows that is
andddddddd Escape Windows. Well here's the bad infuriating news: ford is selling these
vehicles with known bugs, specifically that sync will freeze and become delayed frequently, and
it is does not fully support Apple software. This is after a week of dealership visits and phone
calls with an escalated customer care specialist. Their help: "you, as a customer, will do what
you think is best. Good luck" Customers shouldn't have to delve so deep into the inner
workings of their vehicles just to reset their system without affecting all the electronics I guess
we are living in a new world. That certainly is true the owner sh
1999 ford f150 ignition wiring diagram
gy6 engine wiring diagram
2002 chevy avalanche interior
ould not have to be a tech guy. I did tech for years so I can do that stuff but at the same time
one can only hope they can fix this. Ford took a recent hit in quality of products and stated
reason was because of SYNC system. Other areas were above average. May have been J.
Powers but it was a recognized name. I know you were on the edge of declaring your vehicle a
lemon. Is that still a consideration? Still a very new car so suspect MPG has not changed much.
Read one review of 2. That might be about what to expect on that kind of trip. I've had mine
nearly a week and have just over miles on it. Since my road trip last Sunday, documented in an
earlier post I have been averaging A lot of people complain about poor gas mileage. Sometimes
it's the car, but most the time it's their driving conditions and habits. Slow down, back off the
pedal at starts, coast to stops and use a quality gasoline with quality additives and you should
get decent mileage. FWD, 2. Sign In or Register to comment.

